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NEW QUESTION: 1
Can a marketer set notifications to react to cart abandonment?
A. Cart abandonment only for holiday season.
B. No.
C. Yes
D. Cart abandonment is not relevant to push messaging.
Answer: C
Explanation:
With Xtify you can overcome cart abandonment by using in-App
notifications.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When comparing IPv4 to IPv6, which of the following is an
advantage of the IPv6 network addressing
scheme?
A. High dependence on network routers
B. Fast and unencrypted network transmissions
C. Larger address space
D. Shorter address space
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
When a Simple Queue Service message triggers a task that takes
5 minutes to complete, which process
below will result in successful processing of the message and
remove it from the queue while minimizing
the chances of duplicate processing?
A. Retrieve the message with increased DelaySeconds, delete the
message from the queue, process the
message
B. Retrieve the message with an increased visibility timeout,
process the message, delete the message
from the queue
C. Retrieve the message with increased DelaySeconds, process
the message, delete the message from
the queue
D. Retrieve the message with an increased visibility timeout,
delete the message from the queue, process
the message
Answer: B
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